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The most famous meme coin in the planet represented on this meme coin
On the XRPL



ABOUT US

The account has been black holed. This means a limited supply and the 
creators of the coin have no access to the account.

Supply is 21, 000, 000 tokens.

Like Satoshi, the creators behind XRDogverse want to remain 
anonymous.

XRDogverse was created as a central hub, where all these communities 
will be able to interact.



HODL MEMES

The meme term was coined by Richard Dawkins, an evolutionary 
biologist. The term meme was said by him to be an idea or behaviour 
style that spreads from one person to another, carrying symbolic 
meaning. This was in 1976. Memes started becoming mainstream since 
the advent of the Internet, as they often had the ability to become ‘viral.’

In December 2013, the first meme coin on the Etherium blockchain was 
released. The founders launched DogeCoin as a joke. It has become a 
worldwide phenomenon, known only 2nd to Bitcoin in the crypto space.

There have been many coins that have emulated DogeCoin, and in fact 
had success in their own right. Many of these coins are based on dogs. 
According to statistics there are 370 million pet owners in the world.

XRDoge was the first meme coin to be created on the XRP ledger. It 
was a play on DogeCoin. It was hoped that fans of DogeCoin would 
also be interested in XRDoge. This was a smart assumption, and 
XRDoge is becoming a phenomenon in its own right.

The team were inspired by XRDoge and created tokens of the most 
famous meme coins in the planet .Because the latter was done by a 
single team we are able to create a central hub where all communities 
can intersect.

… This is XRDogverse.



XRPL

Many are confused between XRP and Ripple. Ripple is the company 
that is behind XRP, the cryptocurrency. The XRP ledger is referred to as 
XRPL.

Although it is going through an SEC lawsuit at the moment, it is believed 
that once this is settled, many companies will be given the ‘all clear’ to 
invest.

XRP has many central banks behind it, and every day it seems a new 
bank has joined. Which is why there are many in the XRP community 
who believe that with the connections Ripple has it will become the 
world currency.

One of the biggest advantages that XRP has in comparison to its 
competitors is not just the speed of its transfer, making the RippleNet 
have the ability to commit transactions around the world instantaneously 
and with ease, but also, its low gas fees. Unlike with its competition, 
there are hardly any. ‘Gas’ refers to the fee required to conduct a 
transaction successfully.

This will come in handy in the future as NFTs become more acceptable, 
and people realise that, compared to its competitors, XRPL is a 
thousand times faster and cheaper.
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NFT stands for ‘Non-fungible token’, which 
basically means it can’t be replaced with 
something else. It is unique. A fungible item 
could be a dollar bill used by anyone.

The best way to describe NFTs is to think of a 
painting of the Mona Lisa in the Louvre 
Museum and a Mona Lisa bought in an 
airport.

Both are the same picture. However, one is a 
hundred million dollars and the other is worth 
less than 10 dollars.

The reason why the Mona Lisa in the Louvre 
Museum is worth more is because it is the 
original, one-of-a-kind Mona Lisa. It has a 
backstory behind it. It can be authenticated. It 
was actually painted by Leonardo da Vinci.

Up to a certain while ago, graphic designers 
could not do the same for their own projects. 
That was before the creation of the 
blockchain.

The blockchain allows time stamps and 
authenticity to come into play, and can be 
seen by everyone, what is the original and 
what is not.

When people think of NFTs they think of still 
pictures. This is because of the success of 
projects such as Punks and Crypto Kitties. 
But NFTs can be be made into:
• Images (both still and animated).
• Comic books.
• Music.
• Short films.
• Game items.

NFT VISION
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BLACK HOLE 
ACCOUNT

There are many reasons for the success of Bitcoin:
• It was the first.

• Fixed amount.

• Code cannot be changed, even if Satoshi himself wants to change it,

• Public ledger.

XRPL allows tokens to do something similar. This process is called 
‘blackhole’, and what it means is that the token supply is fixed and no 
one, not even the token creator, has access to the account.

We hope that by the account being blackholed, this will create the 
ultimate transparency. After all, it means that the team is in the same 
position as everyone else, simply members of the community.



y o u r w e b s i t e . c o m

HOW TO PURCHASE
Download XUMM Wallet.


Deposit XRP into your new XUMM Wallet to Activate.


Set up trustline.

https://xumm.community/


Connect your XUMM Wallet to Approve.


Go to sologenic DEX.


Connect Wallet, Choose XUMM and Sign Transaction.


Switch to XRP/XRDogverse.


Sign Transaction.


Acquire XRDogverse. 

https://xumm.app/
https://xumm.community/
https://sologenic.org/trade?market=XRP%2F58464C4F4B490000000000000000000000000000%2BrUtXeAXonpFpgKubAa7LxcLd7NFep92T1t&network=mainnet
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5 XRD for every trust line

Airdropped

3, 000, 000 minus airdrop

Original Team

21, 000, 000

Supply

18, 000, 000

Marketing & Development

TOKENOMICS



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Airdrop Original TeamMarketing & 
Development

5 XRDogverse for every trust line 18, 000, 000 XRDogverse 3, 000, 000 XRDogverse 
(minus what is given in airdrop)
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PHASE 1 
Become KYC Compliant

 

 PHASE 2
Intersect all the tokens together into a a 
community that can communicate with each 
other
Create www.xrdogverse.com 
Create @XRDogverse
Launch XRDogverse token

ROADMAP
PHASE 3

Black hole the account for all tokens
Create a logo for all tokens 
Do an airdrop of tokens
Complete roadmap for all XR tokens
Create a website for all XR tokens
Host the website for all XR tokens

http://www.xrdogverse.com
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S
STRENGTH
• Time

Time is on our side, because of the time stamp nature of 
XRPL. XRDogverse was launched when meme coins and 
NFT was still in its infancy

• Team 
Team understands the opportunity available in the NFT space 
and how it can create synergy
Team is hiring experts in XRP
Team is hiring NFT artists
Team is hiring a marketing team

• XRP 
XRPL cannot be altered, time stamp can be confirmed
Black holed account is visible, and can be confirmed

• Community
All XR meme coin tokens related to XRDogverse 
XRP community wishes to use XRPL

• Security
Black hole account
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w WEAKNESS
• The original team are new to the space

• Difficult to burn tokens, as they have been airdropped

• The first time a community is being created that will be used to 
interact with other meme communities in the XRPL
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oOPPORTUNITY
• Is possible to create different types of NFTs:

Images
Animated images
Comics
Music
Short film
Game items

• Built on the XRPL. New innovations of XRPL are being 
implemented consistently
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T THREATS
• Bear market

When a bear market occurs interest in all things crypto 
decreases

• XRP NFT space is still in its infancy

• Competition
Other meme coins, NFT projects and Metaverse projects 
in the XRPL space



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
• How can we trust you?

Account has been black holed.

• Will it ever be worth 1000 dollars?
Only 21, 000, 000 supply.
Bitcoin has same supply and despite being released a 
decade ago, as of year 2021 has reached over 50 
thousand dollars.

• What if we do not like the NFTs created
The team we hire will be working alongside the community.


